
  

 

 
CTI-TC Working Session 

 

John Meeting Date: Sept 11, 2018 
Time: 3:00 p.m. EDT 

Purpose: Weekly Working Session 
 

Attendees: 

Chris Ricard 

Trey Darley 
Bret Jordan 

Sean Barnum 
Rich Piazza 
Sean Barnum 

 

Jeffrey Mates 

Jason Keirstead 
Allan Thomson  

Nicholas Hayden 
Anuj Kumar 

Sarah Kelley - Moderator 

John Wunder  
Jane Ginn - Recorder 

John-Mark Gurney 
Drew Varner 

Agenda: 

• Observed Data Use Cases 
Meeting Notes: 
 Sarah Kelley 
  [Went through a series of Use Cases for Observed Data (OD) with Cyber Observables (COs)] 

[Tried to show difference between what we have now, and Parent_Node Proposal] 
[Tried to surface some issues related to how Observed Data could be used] 
 [For Malware and Infrastructure, if went with one approach] 

   
  Use Case 1 – Malware SDO with Possible Bi-Directional Relationships 

    
Does the original Malware proposal allow for both of these? 

Does parent-node suggestion help here? 
 
  Use Case 2 – Simplistic Infrastructure Model (Option 1) 

    
   *parent node suggestion may be not be necessary for this Use Case 
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  Use Case 2 – Infrastructure w/ Parent_Node (Option 2) 

   
  *parent node suggestion may solve this Use Case 

 
[Discussion on the directionality of the relationships and other concerns] 

Trey Darley 
  [Noted there are several Use Cases to be covered today] 
  These are being used to illustrate some of the issues discussed on Slack 

Our purpose today is to use these as a way to surface open questions - 
gating function for the NYC F2F 

 
Sarah Kelley 
 Use Case 2 – Infrastructure with OD Objects (Option 3) 

    
   *parent node suggestion may partially solve this Use Case 
 
 Sarah Kelley    

Use Case 3 – Threat Actor uses Malware and Infrastructure (Option 1) 

   
*Use different ODs 
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Use Case 3 – Threat Actor uses Malware and Infrastructure (Option 2) 

 
*All use same ODs – Solves de-duplication issue 

 
Use Case 3 – Threat Actor uses Malware and Infrastructure (Option 3) 

 
*Raises question about third parties adding relationships 

 
Use Case 4a – Connecting Observables  

 
* Raises question about naming Relationships for Cyber Observables 
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Use Case 4b – Connecting Observables: Threat actor or Intrusion set uses an email address 

to register a domain 

 
*parent node suggestion may partially solve this UC, but how would you interpret that an 
email was a parent for a domain? 

  [Some discussion regarding current proposal by Gary and Jeffrey – how solve] 

 Sarah Kelley 
  After reviewing Use Case Diagrams 

  Open Questions 
•  Should every SDO point to the same exact version of the observable? 

▪ Consensus on Call – Most people believe we need to do both 

• Like UC 3, options 2 & 3? 

• Should there be named relationships between observables?  
• What about actions? 

▪ Should relationships between observables and malware/infrastructure be embedded (thus not named) or 
external? Or some combination? (consensus appears to be that at least on infrastructure, third party 
(external) relationships should be allowed) 

• Should Threat Actors and Intrusion sets point directly at observables? 

• Like UC3 option 3, UC 4(b), and UC 5? 

• What about relationships between objects that can go both ways? 

• Domain embedded in malware AND malware calls out to domain? 

• Does it make sense to use Observed Data for these or do we need a different object? 

• Is the parent_node suggestion enough without also having named relationships?  

• Only relationship in parent_node suggestion is “contains” 
• how would you interpret that an email was a parent for a domain? 

 
[Some discussion on use of Embedded Relationships and how to have named Relationships] 

 John Wunder 
  [Looked for clarification on the ‘named relationships’ – gave 3 options] 
 Trey Darley 
  Reminded about the Arglebargle Debate about using Embedded Relationships 
  Noted that there are vendors that have invested time in implementing STIX 2 
  Do we need a separate structure for Malware, Infrastructure and Incident? 
   Or do we bite the bullet and deprecate what we have 
 Sarah 
  Noted that there is a question on the slide getting to that 
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 Bret Jordan 
  [Noted that the use of Embedded Relationships is what is causing this problem] 

 John-Mark 
  [Confirmed previous points] – One concept I’ve had is a concept of an overlay 

   Like the Internationalization approach 
   This is a copy of the original 
  We are getting away from our original model  
 Sarah Kelley 
  [Went through four scenarios that illustrates some of questions raised] 
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  Sarah Kelley 
We do not now have capability to do these two scenarios:  

  
 

 
 

  Jeffrey Mates 
   [Made points about how to represent various scenarios – Timing change] 
  Richard Struse 
   Do we have consensus that we must allow 3rd Parties to create other relationships? 
  Sarah Kelley 
   With Infrastructure, we may want to 
    But, with Malware, we may not want to 
  Sean Barnum 
   I would argue strongly for external 3rd parties to create Relationships 
    And, the temporal nature is key 
  Sarah Kelley 
   Open Questions for F2F in NYC 

1. Does the approach break Patterning? 
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2. Does the approach break Indicator -> Sighting -> Observed Data workflow? (which 
people may have already started to implement) 

3. Are we making things more complex to implement than they were to begin with? 

4. Should we bite the bullet and make Cyber Observables TLOs to avoid the burgeoning 
nested graph complexity and to (maybe) support Actions via SROs? 

5. Should we just go back to what we had for Malware? 

6. Do malware and infrastructure share enough commonality with regards to observed 

data/observables that they can be solved with a single approach?  

Allan Thomson 
 Embedded Relationships shouldn’t be used for Infrastructure 
Sarah Kelley 
 I captured consensus points on the list on the list 

 
 
Chat Panel Discussions 
 
From John Wunder to Everyone:  12:12 PM 

I was going to say the same thing as Sean 
From jordan to Everyone:  12:13 PM 

@wunder how do you propose to address that? 
From John Wunder to Everyone:  12:14 PM 

Well at this point my thought was just that this seemed to be expressing two separate things.  

I still think re-using UUID references to refer to an IP address is a mistake, and you should just 
repeat the IP address where it's used. 
but at this point I think focusing on the use cases is more important than solutions 

From Jeff Mates to Everyone:  12:15 PM 
it would depend on the provider.  I could see someone naming it foo.com or Evil Corps AWS 

Environment 
From sean.barnum to Everyone:  12:16 PM 

I would assert that it should not be named according to actor or campaign as those may change 
over time for a given infrastructure 

From jordan to Everyone:  12:16 PM 
Threat Actor Infrastructure in Netherlands Datacenter 1 

From sean.barnum to Everyone:  12:17 PM 

I would propose it makes more sense to name it according to its role/purpose or according to its 
nature (closer to what Jeff said above) 

From jordan to Everyone:  12:18 PM 
Yes 

From Allan Thomson to Everyone:  12:19 PM 

i was primarily pointing out that naming it helps the use cases understandability and how its used.  
From John Wunder to Everyone:  12:20 PM 

yeah we didn't really have a ton of time to pull it together, but ideally these would have been real 
examples 
it's easy to take shortcuts when you're making it up -- harder when there's real data 

From sean.barnum to Everyone:  12:25 PM 
I agree you will get duplicates but that is different than not being able to support intentional 
avoidance of that and forcing it always exist 
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From Jason Keirstead to Everyone:  12:26 PM 
+1000 to what john said. 

The reality is even a single producer is going to have duplicates all over the place, for simple 
logistical scale reasons. 

From sean.barnum to Everyone:  12:26 PM 
Agree that need to support both scenarios 

From Jane to Everyone:  12:28 PM 
It seems like we are in agreement on this. 

From Jason Keirstead to Everyone:  12:28 PM 
If we all lived in a simple world where all we had to care about was the very simple atomic 
indicators... we wouldn't need rot do many things... 
except we don't... 

From Allan Thomson to Everyone:  12:28 PM 
i think we need to document best practices in the spec somewhere. i think that needs to be done 
not just agreeing on this call 

From John Wunder to Everyone:  12:29 PM 
I think I agree w/ Jason...an IP address is very different than some network traffic collection  

From Richard Struse to Everyone:  12:29 PM 
Fair point 

From Jeff Mates to Everyone:  12:30 PM 
very true 

From sean.barnum to Everyone:  12:30 PM 
but the same need applies to both simple ips and more complex network-traffic 

From Jason Keirstead to Everyone:  12:31 PM 

@sean.barnum Agree - and therein is exactly why observed-data wasn't made a TLO :) 
From sean.barnum to Everyone:  12:32 PM 

ummm..I would argue the exact opposite. I still assert that without them being TLOs you cannot 
support a significant portion of what CTI is 

From Jeff Mates to Everyone:  12:33 PM 
should we do a show out hands to vote? 

From John Wunder to Everyone:  12:33 PM 

I'm not entirely sure what we're voting on 
From Richard Struse to Everyone:  12:33 PM 

@Jordan - good to be precise here! 
thanks 

From jmg to Everyone:  12:34 PM 
are we abandoning raised hands now? 

From Trey Darley to Everyone:  12:35 PM 
/me raises hand 

From jordan to Everyone:  12:36 PM 
I think the more fundamental question is: Should third parties be allowed to allow cyber 
observables to Infrastructure and or Malware 

From Jason Keirstead to Everyone:  12:36 PM 
So shouldn't this question say "Should there be named relationships between embedded 
observables" 

From John Wunder to Everyone:  12:36 PM 
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embedded observables in the same observed-data, or different observed-data? 
because we essentially have named relationships via field names now, but they're limited to w/in 

the observed-data 
From jmg to Everyone:  12:37 PM 

Trey, you're before Jordan. 
From Jeff Mates to Everyone:  12:37 PM 
  "Should there be arbitrary named relationships within observed data objects"? 
From jmg to Everyone:  12:38 PM 

There already ARE... 
arbitaryname_ref is valid. 
we should maybe clarify if we haven't that _ref needs to have that form.. I think we do, but don't 
remember.. 

From Jeff Mates to Everyone:  12:39 PM 
I wasn't sure if the prefix of _ref was always supposed to be a verb 

From John Wunder to Everyone:  12:40 PM 
I don't think we have any normative text saying that _ref needs to have that form, but it seems like 
unless we totally rework this it would be a good idea 

From Jeff Mates to Everyone:  12:41 PM 
I thought it just have a context to let a tool know that they were linked but not that it should be 
treated as the named verb 

From sean.barnum to Everyone:  12:43 PM 
I would again argue strongly that the original angle-bargle choice was incorrect. This discussion now 
is not the first place that has exposed this reality. The more we continue to twist other things in 
order to keep that orginal decision in place the more messed up STIX gets overall.  

Big +1 for external relationships :-) 
From jordan to Everyone:  12:43 PM 

We need to decide the external relationship question FIRST 
From Jason Keirstead to Everyone:  12:44 PM 

I think people need to think very, very carefully about the idea of re-engineering cyber observable 
sin a non-backward-compatible way. I think doing that at this point will likely kill STIX as a standard. 

From jmg to Everyone:  12:44 PM 

remember that external has other implications of not always getting all the data...  i.e. if I produce 
an infra obj w/ 500 SRO's, how do I know I got every last one? 

From jordan to Everyone:  12:45 PM 
@jmg that is a problem 
But I think we fundamentally need to allow third parties to add extra intel  

From John Wunder to Everyone:  12:46 PM 
the overlay approach is kind of like what Terry (I think?) has suggested for doing like, "suggested 
updates"  

 
 
 
Meeting Terminated 
******************************************************************************* 


